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ICT players vs. the new disrupters
More and more, digital innovation is coming from outside
the confines of ICT sectors. It is now materialising
in every vertical market, as new disrupters emerge
and change the rules. This new chapter in the digital
revolution is synonymous with opportunities for IT market
players, telcos and Internet giants, but also forcing them
to rethink their business.
How are digital market players positioning themselves
with respect to the shake-up taking place in vertical
industries (transportation, energy, health, finance,
tourism…)?
How will today’s top Internet platforms cohabitate
with different sectors’ veteran heavyweights?

China, guest country at
the DigiWorld Summit
Will China manage to build up positions of power on
the Internet and in the realm of content that match
those acquired in IT and telecom equipment?

week

www.digiworldweek.com

IDATE
www.digiworldsummit.com

PROGRAM AT A GLANCE
TUESDAY 17 NOVEMBER
5:00 - 7:00pm
DigiWorld Week special guest speaker

7:00 - 10:30pm
DigiWorld Summit + Week Party

10:30pm
Nightcap

WEDNESDAY 18 NOVEMBER

THURSDAY 19 NOVEMBER

PLENARY SESSION

PLENARY SESSION

9:00 - 11:00am

9:00 - 10:30pm

Digital Channels
Another vision of the platforms war!

Digital Products
The rise of servicisation

Networking

Networking
PLENARY SESSION

PLENARY SESSION

11:30am - 1:00pm

Digital Infrastructure
From ultra smart networks to predictive analytics
Buffet

FORUMS

2:00-6:00pm

11:00am - 1:00pm

Digital Regulation
OTT rules?
DigiWorld Awards Ceremony
Buffet

FORUMS

2:00-4:00pm

Smart City forum
First scorecard and new prospects
Future networks forum
Welcome to the Gigabit era?

TV & Video forum
Can the Internet handle everything?

Connected things forum
Connected objects as a strong market
game changer?

Future networks forum
Network virtualisation
Future Digital Economy forum
Digital innovation vs secular
stagnation
FORUM

9:00am-5:45pm

Game Summit
Video games in the digital age, Act2
7:00-10:30pm
Gala Diner
10:30pm
Nightcap
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4:00-5:00pm
Closing cocktail

Digital-First

ICT players vs. the new disrupters

The past few quarters have provided a steady reminder of the tremendous acceleration in the pace of
digitisation in our economies, shaking up the status quo, ushering in new market players and new business
models…
So it will come as no surprise that this is the environment we want to explore during the 2015 edition of the
DigiWorld Summit. More specifically, we will seek out answers to the following four questions:
 o what extent is the digital shake-up affecting ICT sectors’ legacy IT companies, telcos and media industry
T
players? How are they handling their transformation?
What are the infrastructures providing a backbone for this grand digital transformation: ultra high-speed
fixed and mobile networks, IoT networks, datacentres and the cloud, big data,…?
How should we characterise this new phase in the Internet’s development in the era of IoT, Industry 4.0 and
a value chain whose organisation seems inexorably bound to replace the sale of products with the sale of
services? Who will be the winners and losers of this paradigm shift?
Will the OTT platforms that appear to be leading the charge in this transformation gradually lose their
power?
In keeping with a longstanding Summit tradition, debates over these questions will be shaped to some
degree by our choice of Guest Country, which this year is the People’s Republic of China. The conclusion is
unambiguous: China can no longer be seen as simply the world’s manufacturing plant, for smartphones and
other digital devices. Its ambitions are becoming increasingly clear, and increasingly driven forward by homegrown Internet companies that are expanding beyond its borders. Which raises many questions, including
whether these Chinese titans will be able to rival the GAFA quartet (i.e. Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon).
Finally, this year we are devoting even more space to our hugely popular specialty forums, to take a more
detailed look at what exactly is changing in a wide range of areas: M2M and the Internet of Things, the advent
of Gigabit-speed networks, video streaming services, smart city projects, economic discussions over the link
between productivity and digital innovation, pioneer investments in SDN/NFV, the new wave of innovation in
the gaming industry…
We will sign off with a reminder of two aspects that we believe make this event unique:
IDATE is a research institute above all. So the plenary sessions and forums will be prefaced and commented
on by our experts, offering vital background information and valuable insights;
IDATE is also 50 of the biggest digital industry names, which have expressed their belief in what we do by
participating in DigiWorld Institute activities, including this Summit. For which we will take this opportunity
to extend our warmest thanks.

Happy to welcome you in Montpellier!

Yves Gassot
CEO, IDATE

François Barrault
Chairman, IDATE
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Tuesday November 17

DIGIWORLD WEEK - Special Session

week
WITH THE SUPPORT OF:

Digital knowledge
The promise of a new age of knowledge sharing?
Digital First means the profound transformation of our economy brought about by the digital revolution,
but also the tremendous change in how knowledge is produced, disseminated and shared. If Wikipedia,
the grand encyclopaedic project of our digital age, upended how we access the world’s pool of
knowledge, new sharing models are being created with the rise of Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOC). It’s no longer just knowledge, but also education that may be disrupted by the new models.

5:00pm

Welcome, IDATE Chairman, François BARRAULT
In the presence of Damien ALARY, President of the Languedoc-Roussillon Region (tbc)
Debates moderated by Majorie Paillon, Journalist and host of Tech 24 (France24 TV)

Keynote: Jimmy WALES, Founder, Wikipedia
Ranked by Forbes Magazine as a “Web Celeb”, Jimmy Donal Wales is a U.S. Internet entrepreneur, wiki
pioneer, and technology visionary, who is best known as the Founder of Wikipedia, an international
collaborative free content encyclopaedia on the Internet, and the Wikimedia Foundation. He is co-founder
of Wikia, a privately owned free web hosting service he set up in 2004, which now has 120 million fans
and among the top 20 sites ranked on Quantcast, making it possible to manage the world’s largest
online content and collaborative work network. In 2015, Jimmy Wales launched TPO.com, a social
network offering an alternative to intrusive advertising, and facilitating charitable donations.

Mooc: the new age of digital knowledge?
What are new online learning platforms promising, and how well are they delivering on those promises?
Are their limits to fully online courses? How can traditional educational institutions such as universities
benefit from this new system?
• Beth PORTER, Vice President of Product, edX
• Christophe FOURNIER, Professor of Marketing, Montpellier University, IAE
• Guokr (tbc)
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7:00pm

Conclusion

7:00-10:30pm

DigiWorld Week Party & DigiWorld Summit Welcome Party at Musée Fabre

Wednesday November 18

PLENARY SESSIONS - DAY 1

PLENARY SESSIONS IN ENGLISH
FRENCH TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

CORUM, PASTEUR ROOM – LEVEL 0

9:00am

Opening session
• Welcome speech by François BARRAULT, Chairman, IDATE
• Conferences’ introduction: Yves GASSOT, CEO, IDATE
Conferences’ moderator: Marjorie PAILLON, Journalist, Tech24 / France 24

Vertical industries’ race to digitise
A special public preview of the IBM C-suite study. A view of the Next Wave of Trends and Technologies
based on face-to-face interviews with over 4,400 C-suite executives worldwide.
• Rob Van Den DAM, Global Telecommunications Industry Leader for the Institute for Business Value, IBM
9:25am

Digital channels: a new chapter in the platforms war!
With the explosion of data and the proliferation of vertical applications, several models are vying for the
upper hand – from the Internet giants’ universal platforms to industry-specific offerings that could offer
alternative solutions:
• What are the new platforms’ flagship innovations?
• Can they be friends with Internet giants?
Chairman:
• Xavier LORPHELIN, Managing Partner, Serena Capital
IDATE Insight: New generation platforms
• Soichi NAKAJIMA, Senior Consultant for the Innovation Business Unit

Disruptions and new players in tourism and transport
Tourism provides one of the major examples of digital technologies and services acting as disruptions.
Powerful specialized platforms have emerged and pushed out traditional players, but are now themselves
being challenged by new players from the sharing economy. Veteran market players need to reinvent
their business and their position on these channels to stay in the game.
• Peter VERHOEVEN, Managing Director Europe, Middle East, Africa, Booking.com
• Alex SCHLEIFER, Head of Design, Airbnb
• Yves TYRODE, Chief Digital Officer, SNCF

Disruptions and new players in TV & video markets
At a time when TV and video are entering into a new stage in their relationship with the Web, should we
expect to see the online distribution trend accelerate?
To illustrate the different alternatives that are emerging, IDATE will present several innovative products
coming from key representatives of this transition: a German start-up that has opted for Internet-only
distribution, and one of China’s leaders in online distribution.
• Spartacus OLSSON, CEO & co-Founder, Mediakraft Networks
• WEN Rui, Director of national Business Development, Youku Tudou

And what if partnerships were the way forward for digital transformation?
• Carlo d’ASARO BIONDO, President EMEA strategic relationships, Google
11:00pm

Coffee break
5

Reinventing
ourselves
Every day, new digital
services allow us
to rethink our way of working,
imagine new business models
and innovate with people
and partners.
Orange is at your side to
accompany you in
this digital transformation.
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Wednesday November 18

PLENARY SESSIONS - DAY 1

PLENARY SESSIONS IN ENGLISH
FRENCH TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

CORUM, PASTEUR ROOM – LEVEL 0

11:30am

Digital infrastructure:
from ultra smart networks to predictive analytics
The great digital shake-up is coming from a major change in infrastructure, including telcos’ fixed and
mobile superfast systems, network virtualisation, the rise of the IoT, the growing ubiquity of cloud
architectures, the power of predictive algorithms, etc.
• What do vertical market players need to successfully navigate their transformation?
• Just how far could telcos go in helping these players, in expanding their own skillsets and in opening up
their ecosystem?
• How will other IT companies and service providers’ businesses change? Idem for integrators, OTT
market leaders, etc.?
Chairman:
• Alain FERRASSE-PALE, President & Managing Director, Nokia France
IDATE Insight: From telcos to IT: the forces of change
• Frédéric PUJOL, Head of the Wireless Business Unit

How are telcos readying themselves?
Very few industries have undergone such a radical transformation: competition policies, IP everywhere,
the race to roll out ever faster fixed and mobile networks… If the landscape has been considerably
altered, telcos’ own transformation still lies largely ahead. What are the key factors driving a change in
their business model? How much of their revenue will continue to come from monetizing access? How to
balance their two-sided strategy (wholesale/retail)? How much do economies of scale matter for global
market players? How to position themselves with respect to the top OTT platforms?
• Santiago Fernández VALBUENA, Group Chief Strategy Officer, Telefónica

How far should telcos go in helping their vertical clients in their digital
transformation?
The tremendous focus that businesses are putting on their digital transformation represents a real
opportunity for telcos. But they are also having to contend with veteran IT companies and new disruptors.
Just how far along the value chain can they go with their customers, and what strategic partnerships will
they need to establish? Where does the value-added lie in cloud, IoT and Big Data markets? What are
enterprises’ new demands and expectations? Which vertical industries are the most developed? What
benefits do size and geographical footprint bring to players in these markets
• Thierry BONHOMME, Senior Executive Vice President, Orange Business Services

Industry Cloud Apps
As SaaS solutions continue to develop, the combination of cloud computing, big data and design is
poised to cause a new disruption in applications development: more powerful, cheaper and well suited
to vertical solutions. But can they keep their promises?
• David SCHMAIER, CEO & Founder, Vlocity

Guest Keynote: Michel COMBES, COO, Altice
1:00pm

Lunch
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FEATURING OVER 140 SPEAKERS INCLUDING:

Carlo D’ASARO BIONDO

Bruno BARLET

Fatima BARROS

Thierry BONHOMME

President EMEA strategic
relationships, Google

Executive VP France,
LEGRAND

Chair 2015, BEREC

Senior Executive VP,
Orange Business Service

Michel COMBES

Anna KRYZANOWSKA

COO, Altice

Axelle LEMAIRE

Bruno LASSERRE

Chairman, Autorité de la
Concurrence

Ludovic LE MOAN

Head of Unit Broadband, DG
CONNECT, European Commission

Geoff MULLIGAN

Lionel PAILLET

Vincent PENG

French Deputy Minister for Digital
Affairs

Chairman, LoRa Alliance

Alex SCHLEIFER

Sébastien SORIANO

Head of Design,
AirBnB

Chairman, ARCEP

Laurent VANDEBROUCK

Peter VERHOEVEN

Managing Director Europe,
Qualcomm Life

Managing Director Europe, Middle
East, Africa, Booking.com
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Managing Director Europe, NEST

Yves TYRODE

CEO, Sigfox

President Western Europe,
HUAWEI

Santiago Fernández VALBUENA

Chief Digital Officer,
SNCF

Chief Strategy Officer, Telefónica

Jimmy WALES

Rui WEN

Founder, Wikipedia

Director National Business
Development, Youku Tudou

Thursday November 19

PLENARY SESSIONS - DAY 2

PLENARY SESSIONS IN ENGLISH
FRENCH TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

CORUM, PASTEUR ROOM – LEVEL 0

9:00am

Digital products: The rise of servicisation
At a time when Industry 4.0 is mobilising market players to step up their investments in robotics, the
ongoing progress of the Internet of Things seems to be ushering in a paradigm shift in the marketplace:
from selling products to selling services.
• How is the Mobile-Cloud-Big Data momentum changing the very nature of products?
• How are the different sectors handling this development?
• Have IoT players found sustainable business models?
• Does this shift mean that service providers will take control of the value chain?
Chairman:
• Ambroise POPPER, VP Mobile Computing & M2M Business Unit, Sequans Communications
IDATE Insight: The Internet of Everything
• Vincent BONNEAU, Head of the Innovation Business Unit

CASES STUDIES
Automotive
• Jean CABANES, Managing Director Europe Africa & Latin America, Automotive Industrial
Infrastructure Travel, Accenture
E-Health - Health platform for easier transitioning care from hospital to the home
• Laurent VANDEBROUCK, Managing Director Europe, Qualcomm Life
Smart Home - From electric supplies to ultra-connected home
• Bruno BARLET, Executive VP France, LEGRAND
Manufacturing - The Industrial Internet’ promises
• Vincent CHAMPAIN, Operations Director, GE Corporate France
Does the Internet of Things need its own network?
• Geoff MULLIGAN, Chairman, LoRa Alliance

Mystery guest
10:30pm

Coffee break
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Rewarding
French Tech talent
around the world

awards

For this 37th annual DigiWorld Summit, in
partnership with Business France and with the
support of French Tech, IDATE will be hosting the
first DigiWorld Awards, to reward digital startups created by French citizens in four regions:
Africa & the Middle East – the Americas – Asia
– Europe (outside of France).
Find and recognise start-ups created outside of France
The DigiWorld Awards are a unique opportunity to uncover the many French entrepreneurs across the planet who
have started their own tech business, and to reward those
who have been successful overseas, perhaps before coming back to France!
The winning businesses must meet the following criteria:
• have been created outside of France by at least one
French person, with no offices or operations in France;
• have a digital industry business as its main activity:
equipment and devices, networks and telecoms, Internet
services and applications (BtoC, BtoB…), M2M, IoT…
A fifth award, the special Jury prize, will be given to one
of the start-ups operating on the international stage to
have emerged from the Montpellier Métropole and Région
Languedoc-Roussillon ecosystem.

The winning start-ups, chosen by a jury of industry professionals, will be invited to participate in the DigiWorld
Summit, and the next stages in their development will
be backed by major innovation support schemes sponsored by Accenture, Capgemini and Orange. They will also
become part of Wproject, the platform of reference for
French entrepreneurs operating abroad.
The Jury
Viktor ARVIDSSON, Ericsson / Anne BARAILLE-COMBE,
Sud de France Développement / Vincent BONNEAU,
IDATE / Pascal DELORME, Accenture / Eliane FIOLET,
Übergizmo / Antoine GARRIGUES, Iris Capital / JeanClaude GUYARD, Capgemini / Xavier LORPHELIN,
Serena Capital / Eric MORAND, Business France /
Hervé NAUDIN, Orange / Catherine POMMIER,
Montpellier Métropole Business & Innovation Center.

Prize for new international growth
The awards will be handed out during the DigiWorld
Summit plenary session on 19 November 2015, with
special guest Axelle Lemaire, French Minister of State
for Digital Affairs.

An event hosted by
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In partnership with

With the support of

Thursday November 19

PLENARY SESSIONS - DAY 2

PLENARY SESSIONS IN ENGLISH
FRENCH TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

CORUM, PASTEUR ROOM – LEVEL 0

11:00am

Digital regulation: OTT rules?
In a telecommunications sector in the throes of radical change, one point that is raised on a regular
basis is the asymmetry of regulations governing OTT and telecoms. From a broader perspective, the
emergence of more or less sector-specific online intermediation platforms creates its own set of new
and complex problems for competition authorities.
Chairman:
• Didier CASAS, General Secretary, Bouygues Telecom
IDATE Insight: Remarks on OTT – Telcos’ future and platforms economics
• Yves GASSOT, CEO

Does it make sense to expand telecom sector regulations to govern the
top Internet platforms?
• Fatima BARROS, Chair 2015, BEREC
• Sébastien SORIANO, Chairman, ARCEP - France
• Eduardo MARTINEZ RIVERO, Head of Unit “Antitrust Telecoms”, DG Competition, European Commission

Does ex ante regulation for Internet platforms make sense?

• Bruno LASSERRE, President, Autorité de la concurrence - France
12:15pm

China: Guest country keynote
• Vincent PENG, President Western Europe, Huawei

12:30pm

Digital Europe, Digital World: Closing session
Closing remarks
• Cyberspace Administration of China (tbc)
• Axelle LEMAIRE, French Minister of State for the Digital Sector
DigiWorld Awards Ceremony
Prizes for the best start-ups created by French entrepreneurs outside of France

1:00pm

Lunch
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NEWS
#DWS15L

Wearables: new connected devices
IDATE insight
Samuel ROPERT, s.ropert@idate.org

Wearable objects refer to daily consumer objects like
wristband, watches, glasses, headsets or activity trackers
with embedded sensors and connected mainly indirectly
to the internet though a device/hub (through short range
technology mainly).
Wearable products are used in different applications,
even though fitness, wellness and lifestyle are
obviously the major segments, in volume notably. Some
opportunities could be seen at the entreprise level which
aims to integrate into their premises wearable solutions
to improve process and productivity.
The wearable ecosystem is mainly dominated by object
manufacturers which are very numerous. Some of them
are pure players like Fitbit or Jawbone, others are traditional consumer electronics manufacturers (Sony, Samsung,
etc).
Other manufacturers come from the sports world like specialized sport accessory players (Garmin, Suunto or Polar)
or sportswear brands with Nike and Adidas chiefly. On
the connectivity side, very few M2M mobile carriers are
involved in the wearables market, only AT&T has a real
involvement in this segment.
Data-centric players are positioned on the platform business. Most of the pure players like Runtastic, Runkeeper
benefit from the product makers allowing them to collect
information from their different objects. The platform is
actually the enabler to build services on the top of devices.
On the top of the wearable devices, new services should
emerge thanks to data exploitation/exchange. In terms of
market adoption, surveys show that it is still very limited

RELATED DIGIWORLD RESEARCH REPORTS

for now. They illustrate that watches are the most excited
wearable devices, but a majority of the consumers seems
not to be so enthusiastic to buy one of them.
On the market side, according to IDATE, in 2018, 123 million wearable devices should be sold representing a 70%
CAGR from the 10 million sold in 2013. Nevertheless, this
growth is not homogeneous for each category of wearables. The smart watches will lead the market with 80
million units by 2018 mainly because of the Apple Watch
sales starting from 2015.
In 2018, the wearables market in value should exceed
22.5 billion EUR. Again, the growth will differ from object
to object mainly because of the different price per object.

Source: IDATE, in “Wearables and its verticals”

• Internet of Things, Oct. 2015
• Wearables and its verticals, Dec. 2014
• Data Monetization, Dec. 2014
• World Consumer Electronics Markets, Sept. 2015

FORUMS - DAY 1

TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

WEDNESDAY 18 NOVEMBER – AFTERNOON

Connected things Forum

Connected objects as a strong market game changer?
The Internet of Things is gaining traction worldwide and should involve 80 billion connected things by
2020. But beyond the figures, this emerging market is expected to impact all verticals very deeply.
This forum provide the opportunity to explore the central stakes of both consumer (business models,
data management, different players’ strategies) and the industrial markets which eye strong internal
interest from these new objects adoption (even through public initiatives like Industry 4.0 in Germany).

2:00pm

Introduction by IDATE
Round-table: How will connected objects impact our lives?
Numerous objects are currently deployed in households worldwide. What are the key current consumer
applications and their business models?
Nevertheless, some promising use cases still face challenges in terms of business models, security,
and privacy. Why the adoption is lower than expected for some objects?
New entrants like internet giants now directly compete with traditional consumer electronics players
and legacy (non-connected) players, raising numerous interrogations around their real strategies:
providing new devices to better manage data? How could data management be key in this market
development?
Finally, new networking technologies are also emerging, addressing specific applications that do not
really exist yet: what are they? How promising they are? What impacts on consumers lives?
Coffee break
Industrial internet: towards the next industrial revolution?
The IoT applied to the industry is often seen as the new industrial wave after the first occurred in the
XIXth century. Multiple consortia are currently formed worldwide, from both the private and public
areas. On one side, the leading private Industrial Internet Consortium (including different players
like AT&T, Intel, Cisco and GE) tries to drive innovation through the creation of new industry use
cases and on the other side, initiative like INDUSTRIE 4.0, the leading public German initiative, aims
to build the future smart factory by implementing IoT solutions into the factory. These initiatives
aim to improve productivity by allowing better working conditions and overall maintain jobs in their
respective countries.

6:15pm

Conclusions

WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF...
Xavier BOIDEVEZI, Vice President Development & Digital, SEB / Vincent CHAMPAIN, Operations Director France,
General Electric / Ludovic LE MOAN, CEO, Sigfox / Andreas FIER, Head of Academic Relations, Deutsche Telekom /
Lionel PAILLET, General Manager Europe, Nest / …
SPONSORS

PARTNER
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NEWS
#DWS15L

Toward a Gigabits momentum?
IDATE insight
Pierre-Michel ATTALI, pm.attali@idate.org
Valérie CHAILLOU, v.chaillou@idate.org

The Gigabit race is on in the United States. Barely a week goes by without a new rollout being announced somewhere
in the country. Can we expect Gigabit network rollouts to spark debates in Europe?
If the technological developments that operators in the US are relying on (PON, DOCSIS 3.1, G-Fast, Wi-Fi 802.11ac
and Advanced LTE) are, in theory, available in Europe, the way the markets are structured is very different.
Gigabit: broadband’s new frontier?
The Gigabit network phenomenon has accelerated in the
United States as Google announces further investments in
FTTH networks. While still few in number, these projects
have raised cities’ awareness of the sometimes paltry access speeds available in their area. These initiatives have
also revved up competition between cablecos and telcos,
at a time when the political and regulatory situation is evolving: the FCC reclassifying Internet access as a communication service, stricter net neutrality rules, the FCC opposing the ban in certain states on municipal networks, the
Government’s target of having at least one Gigabit-speed
network in each state, etc. Telcos, starting with AT&T, and
cable companies have reacted by announcing new plans
running at 1 Gbps and more. Spending on fibre network
rollouts has even become a key condition of the AT&T/
DirecTV merger.

Should Europe revise its Digital Agenda objectives?
In Europe, without speaking of Gigabits, connection
speeds are increasing steadily thanks to GPON system upgrade possibilities, and new cable network (DOCSIS 3.1)
and copper last mile (G.Fast) standards. Another contributing factor is the sometimes very heavy involvement (e.g.
in France) of local authorities in network rollouts, which
could set Gigabit-speed networks as the new target.
It nevertheless remains in both the United States and Europe that announcements are slow in coming to fruition,
as the players need to prioritise their spending, especially
superfast fixed broadband vs. 4G rollouts. They also need
to decide how to price their new superfast plans, and how
their products will be used in a concrete fashion (e.g. 4K
TV).

Geographical breakdown of 1 Gbps plans

Canada

China

Latvia
France
USA

Portugal

Switerland

Ukraine
South Korea

Turkey

Hong Kong

Japan

Caribbean

Geographical breakdown of 1 Gbps plans

Singapore

Source: IDATE, The Gigabit Race, September 2015

New Zealand

Availability of 1 Gbps plans
Strong initiative from local authorities in support of Gb access

RELATED DIGIWORLD RESEARCH REPORTS

•
•
•
•

Gigabit Momentum, Sept. 2015
World FTTx Markets, July 2015
Digital Agenda & Connected Continent, Sept. 2015
World LTE Markets, July 2015

FORUMS - DAY 1

TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

WEDNESDAY 18 NOVEMBER – AFTERNOON

Future networks Forum
Welcome to the Gigabit era?
Over the past several months, and singularly in the United States, there have been a growing number
of announced rollouts of Internet access at 1 and even several Gbps.
In Europe as well, and particularly in France, FTTx network rollouts are accelerating thanks to operators
but also to public actors at both the State and local level, willing to spend considerable sums to equip
their region with superfast access systems.
This forum will explore the questions raised by these announcements with regards to the technologic
and geographic aspects, to better understand its usages and impacts on the end users’ behavior in
the long term.

2:00pm

Introduction by IDATE
How mature are the technical solutions being used to supply Gigabit Internet?
How new technologies (TWDMPON, G.Fast, Docsis3.1, 5G…) impact players’ strategies? Where are we
seeing pioneer rollouts? Does this require a rethink of the technical mix of solutions being employed
for superfast access plans? Which technology is the best for which region of the world?
Coffee break
What impact will Gigabit connections have on ISP, government and cities’ superfast access plans?
Does this require a rethink of the technical mix of solutions being employed for superfast access
plans ? Who profits most from Gigabit Internet plans? What impacts will we see on competition?
How do players from the financial industry, banks and private equity firms, view public-private
superfast rollout projects, and what keys to a successful rollout have been identified? How does a
more concentrated market affect public-private superfast infrastructure projects? Which services may
legitimate Gigabit access ?

6:15pm

Conclusions

WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF...
Håkan ANDERSSON, Head of 5G Strategy, Radio Business Unit, Ericsson / Eric DENOYER, CEO, Numericable-SFR /
Anna KRZYZANOWSKA, Head of Unit Broadband, DG CONNECT, European Commission / Blair LEVIN, Executive
Director, Gig.U / Alain MALOBERTI, Senior Vice President, Orange Labs Networks, Orange / …

PARTNERS
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NEWS
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Can OTT-only plans be used to sell premium content?
IDATE insight
Florence LE BORGNE, f.leborgne@idate.org

Owners of premium content are naturally wondering
about future OTT development opportunities, either
to monetise content that gets little or no exposure on
television, to generate added revenue, or to put pressure
on traditional distributors and so to up the ante.
For content owners, distributing content directly online, in a
way that cuts certain longstanding links in the distribution
chain out of the loop, could in theory allow them to hope to
earn a larger portion of retail market revenue (up to 92%).
But because traditional distribution systems are still the
most lucrative, due to the size of TV market revenue, no
player has yet opted to strike out on their own and be the
sole distributors of their premium content.
Aside from the financial risks involved, and the lack of inhouse expertise in operating a video service, there are a
number of obstacles to this scenario:

• limited Internet access and connection speeds in certain
markets, and a lack of active compatible devices;
• a legal framework in some countries that favours traditional distribution channels, notably because of release
windows;
• the potentially strong dependence that could make it impossible not to rely on a dominant website to deliver one’s
content;
• users’ tendency to subscribe to an individual plan for each
of their favourite sports, rather than a single family plan.
Moreover, as it stands today, from a content owner’s perspective this migration to the Web only seems feasible for
certain sport content, although not for TV channels. Because of the way the distribution of fiction programming
is currently organised, a major upheaval would need to
occur that many of the players along the value chain do
not appear willing to embrace.

How premium content is distributed, and how revenue is shared amongst the players
according to the type of distribution

Source: IDATE, Content Economics, June 2015

RELATED DIGIWORLD RESEARCH REPORTS

• Rightholders turn OTT, April 2014
• Audiovisual industry going global, April 2015
• Future TV 2025, May 2015
• World TV & Video Services Markets, August 2015

FORUMS - DAY 1

TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

WEDNESDAY 18 NOVEMBER – AFTERNOON

TV & Video Forum
Can the Internet handle everything?
Now that time-shifted TV viewing is becoming a commonplace, and more and more video on-demand
services are popping up, some production companies are electing to show their programmes only
on the Web.
In a universe that is still very much structured around orders from the top TV networks, is OTT-only
a viable approach for a show and, if so, under what conditions? Can traditional market players afford
to pass up these new opportunities?

2:00pm

Introduction by IDATE
Ingredients of an OTT-only success story
Between UGC and traditional TV production, new video formats are starting to emerge, devised by
video market players who believe the future will be resolutely online. What are these formats? Who is
the target audience? How are these shows distributed and watched? What new avenues are available
to fund these productions? Is OTT-only a viable approach and, if so, under what conditions?
Coffee break
From live TV to OTT: an inexorable shift for veteran players?
Veteran TV companies have been working for a while on building their online and new media presence.
In addition to duplicating TV programmes, some players are starting to develop an original online
content strategy, either directly or by acquiring a web production company. What role will the Internet
play in these companies’ future? How can they capture the growing online audience without losing
their traditional viewership? How can they ensure their transition to the Web will pan out?

6:10pm

Conclusions

WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF...
Lorenzo BENEDETTI, CEO, Studio Bagel / Jesse CLEVERLY, Founder & Creative Director, Wildseed Studios / Roux
JOUBERT, General Manager, Platform, BBC Digital / Richard LUCQUET, Director, Business Development Technology
Partnerships & Licensing, Oncue / WEN Rui, Director of national Business Development, Youku Tudou / …

SPONSOR

PARTNERS
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Take part in the

week
This second edition of a full week devoted to digital offers
a unique opportunity to further national and international
debates over the core issues shaping our new digital world,
and to reveal the goldmine of a region that is building its
future on the extraordinary potential of its R&D centres,
start-ups, world renown tech companies, clusters, public
support and financing policies… and its ever-growing pool of
astonishing talent.
An amazing concentration of events, delving deeper into the issues
and shaking up ideas: symposiums, workshops, hackathons,
exhibitions, festivals, master classes…

WITH THE SUPPORT OF:

• The special guest: Jimmy WALES, Founder, Wikipedia
• e-Health & digital marketing
• Montpellier in Game
• Startup Marathon
• Digital creation
• Effets stars – special effects festival
• FTTH Council Europe Investors Workshop
• and many others to follow on www.digiworldweek.com

A week organised with the support of the Languedoc-Roussillon
region and Europe, will be an exciting (and no doubt gloriously
sunny!) week of fabulous events across the greater Montpellier area
and the Languedoc-Roussillon region.
For details, visit www.digiworldweek.com
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Discover the
“digital village”!
The Languedoc Roussillon Region represents a
multitude of innovative companies looking to
develop their export businesses. Thanks to the
Region, you can now discover these gems.
The Digiworld Summit brings together the most
innovative digital solutions for both the ICT and
“vertical” industries.
Whether you are involved in the health , energy,
environment, cultural or tourism industries,
companies from the Region can offer solutions
suited to any of these sectors.
Visit the “digital village”, with its districts
dedicated to each sector of activity, to meet
these professionals and discuss your needs.
Join us at the exhibition area to meet all the
actors of your performance.
Contact:
Anne BARAILLÉ-COMBE
High-Tech Department
numerique@suddefrance-dvpt.com
+33 (0)4 99 64 28 54

The right
partner for a
changing world
At IBM, we collaborate with our clients, bringing
together business insight, advanced research
and technology to give them a distinct advantage
in today’s rapidly changing environment. IBM
helps telecom operators, media and Internet
companies innovate, transform themselves to
address customer demands in the digital world,
and improve their operational performance.
Please join us at the IBM Product and Solutions
Support Centre on Nov 18th at 19:00 to network
with your industry colleagues and find out about
how IBM can support your business.
www.ibm.com
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Smart city is a journey
IDATE insight
Philippe BAUDOUIN, p.baudouin@idate.org

The smart city concept is emerging within a dual set of
circumstances: first, the rapid urbanisation in our societies and the complexity of the problems created by large
cities; second, the accelerated pace of digital innovation
and how it is transforming every sector of activity.
Behind this concept that embodies multifarious aspects,
one key element is the search to have the city’s many actors actively involved in inventing the city of tomorrow. So
nothing is set in stone, and there is no set roadmap for a
smart city. This is especially true when we remember that,
although digital innovation can give us new ways to think
about certain problems, we also need to be wary of an approach that seeks to tack on a technical solution too quickly.
Looking at existing smart city projects allows us to sketch
out a certain typology, even if somewhat summary and
artificial, that reveals two main categories. First are the
top-down projects that are part of a longstanding tradition
of urban planning. Here we find plans for new cities or
new neighbourhoods, particularly in emerging economies,
but also centralised approaches to a metropolitan area
realised in tandem with industry players, that seek to
identify all of the opportunities opened up by digital

technologies and the most cost-effective ways to deploy
infrastructure and to collect and use data. Second are
bottom-up operations whose point of departure is not
the identification of specific sectors of application, but
rather based chiefly on mobilising players around open
innovation schemes. A typical example is cities that are
investing hopes in Open data and teaming up with industry
players with massive volumes of data, to experiment with
new models for opening up access to urban data.
But let us be clear: the goal here is not to pit one
approach against the other. And let us not suppose that
all of the questions that have arisen during trials and pilot
projects have been answered. There are still a great many
uncertainties over business models, partnership models,
how organisational changes should be handled, and how
users will ultimately react to the innovations being offered
to them. By the same token, prospects are opening up for
the smart city that are bound up with digital technologies’
processing capabilities – e.g. in the areas of data analytics
and predictive analysis – which are paving the way for
new fields of application. So it is probably fair to say
that building a smart city is more of a journey than a
destination.

Source: IDATE, Smart cities, December 2014

RELATED DIGIWORLD RESEARCH REPORTS

•
•
•
•

Smart City – Urban Data, Dec. 2014
World M2M Markets, Dec. 2014 & Nov. 2015
Smart Metering, July 2014
Smart Home, report “Connected Objects” category, Oct. 2015

FORUMS - DAY 2

TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

THURSDAY 19 NOVEMBER – AFTERNOON

Smart City Forum
First scorecard and new prospects
We are seeing more and more announcements of smart city projects, and a host of experiments in both
emerging and Western economies. Can we draw up an initial scorecard, and map out the next steps?

• Can smart city projects be categorised? Between emerging vs. developed economy approaches? Between top-down
planning and projects based on open data? Between public (city) and private sector initiatives? Etc.
• Which operations and approaches appear to be the most promising today? And what are the main obstacles being
encountered?
• What dominant features and themes are we seeing in the next wave of smart city projects? Is there such a thing as a
smart city market, or markets? Which industries are involved?

2:00pm

Introduction by IDATE
From experiments to strategic visions: how cities are becoming smart cities
After being involved in a host of initiatives and projects, cities are devoting themselves to establishing
a strategic framework that will provide a solid foundation for the development of smart cities in their
part of the world.
How have pioneer experiments fared in terms of scope, successful partnerships, user adoption, etc.?
How to make the move from a portfolio of projects and proposals to a structured strategy that guides
the smart city’s development? What objectives are attached to this strategy, and how to measure its
progress? How to reconcile strategic visions and the need to remain agile?
Are predictive technologies the next stage in the smart city’s development?
Over the past several years, many of the services developed by smart city operators rely on platforms
to manage the urban data.
Predictive analysis applied to security, traffic management, power consumption, risk management,
buying behaviour… is opening up a range of prospects for smart city applications.
What can we expect from predictive analytics? What is their current status? How are the technologies
being used? What are the obstacles and enablers to their future use in smart city projects?

4:00pm

Closing cocktail

WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF...
Albert ASSERAF, Directeur général Stratégie, Etudes et Marketing France, J.C. Decaux / Jean-Philippe CLEMENT,
Chargé de mission Smart City, Mairie de Paris / Gabrielle GAUTHEY, Head of Investment, Groupe Caisse des
Dépôts / Philippe SAJHAU, Vice President Smarter Cities France, IBM / François STEPHAN, Directeur de programme
“Systèmes de Systèmes”, SystemX / ...
SPONSORS
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Disruption in telecom world
IDATE insight
Tiana RAMAHANDRY, t.ramahandry@idate.org

Network transformation is still at the heart of telecom operators’ priority beyond the race of deploying superfast
systems. Moving to a network integrating cloud computing in the infrastructure comes along with the implementation
of technological disruptive concepts such as SDN, NFV and network virtualisation techniques. How far is the current
market impacted?
Telcos are increasingly transforming their network
infrastructures that are being assailed by the new
constraints of applications, and by users’ demands for
higher bandwidth and better quality. SDN (Software-Defined
Networking) and NFV (Network Functions Virtualization) are
thus amongst the technical and economic responses for the
telcos who are working on optimising their investments
in infrastructure while generating new revenue streams.
Indeed, at the core of telcos’ and equipment suppliers’
strategies, SDN and NFV associated with cloud computing
are seen as the main upcoming technological disruptions in
networking architectures. Actually, substantial changes are
expected within and around the network industry, resulting
from an acceleration of the convergence between IT and
telecoms while relieving telcos’ longstanding dependence
on equipment suppliers.

Today, industry players are working to make it real. So
beyond the promises offered by the new concepts (flexibility,
scalability, automation, financial), the populated ecosystem
are strongly involved in the implementation of the future
infrastructure. In that sense, telecom operators, equipment
makers, IT and software companies are collaborating on
establishing standards, on making SDN- and NFV-ready
products available as well as on working on proof of concepts
for the real deployment in the existing infrastructure. The
softwarisation of the network has started.

Map of positioning of
the network optimisation
technologies in terms of
market size in 2019 and
2015-2019 CAGR

Source: IDATE, World Network Optimization Technologies, August 2015

RELATED DIGIWORLD RESEARCH REPORTS

•
•
•
•

World Network Optimisation Technologies, Aug. 2015
Telco Cloud, Oct. 2014
Telecom & IT convergence, Oct. 2015
Future Internet 2025, Dec. 2014

FORUMS - DAY 2

TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

THURSDAY 19 NOVEMBER – AFTERNOON

Future networks Forum

Is network virtualisation really a game changer?
In addition to the race in the deployment of fixed and mobile superfast systems (link to forum#1),
networks’ future evolution is directly linked to the integration of cloud architectures and the virtualization
solutions. The concepts of SDN, NFV and network virtualisation are considered as the main upcoming
technological disruptions in networking architectures and are at the heart of telcos’ and equipment
suppliers’ strategies.
In this forum, experts will share how those concepts will become widespread over the coming years and how the
industry will be impacted.
• SDN-NFV: where are we now? In establishing standards, in the availability of the equipment and solution.
• What are operators’ expectations and priorities? How far the interoperability of network equipment is important
for telcos? Which elements will help increase telcos’ agility and generate savings in network resource management?
What would be considered as the best starting point in the transformation of the network: core, edge, access
network, fixed or mobile systems?
• How virtualisation will change the current telecom industry? Will the move of IT and software companies shuffle
the cards into the equipment market? How telcos will bring the SDN and NFV use cases into practice with real
business case? Is virtualisation telcos’ insurance against becoming a dumb pipe?
2:00pm

Introduction by IDATE
• How operators can profit from SDN and NFV in their network?
• Brief context on current operator’s stakes
• Challenges and opportunities around SDN and NFV
Update on standardization
State of the art of the standards’ ecosystem
What are the relationships between Openflow, ETSI NFV, Opendaylight, Openstack, CloudStack?
Reality check
SDN and NFV are becoming buzzwords in the telecom industry these last years. Equipment providers,
IT players, telecom operators have invaded the media with the launch of SDN-enabler products,
their participation to NFV proof of concepts or trials… This session will be the opportunity to state
about the real SDN and NFV products commercially available, to make a point on the level of real
deployments in operators’ network today beyond their data centers and also to develop the predicting
timescales of SDN and NFV integration.
Towards a softwarisation of the network

4:00pm

Closing cocktail

WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF...
Thibaut BECHETOILLE, CEO, Qosmos / Mervyn KELLY, EMEA Marketing Director, Ciena / François LEMARCHAND,
Head of SDN product strategy, Ericsson / Michael RITTER, Vice President Technical Marketing and Analyst
Relations, Adva Optical / Alain ROLLAND, Founder, Chairman & CEO, eBlink / ...
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COMMUNICATIONS & STRATEGIES
DigiWorld Economic journal
Offered to DigiWorld Summit participants:

No. 100 - Silver jubilee issue

Digital innovation, productivity and growth

Edited by Gilbert CETTE, Banque de France
Under the auspices of Emmanuel MACRON, French Minister of Economics and Finance
With the contributions of:
Philippe AGHION, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Mark T. BOHR, senior fellow, Intel Corp
Gilbert CETTE, Banque de France
Elie COHEN, CNRS - the French national centre for scientific research
Robert J. GORDON, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL
Eric LABAYE & Jaana REMES, McKinsey
Emmanuel MACRON, French Minister of Economics and Finance
Ishaq NADIRI, New York University & Banani NANDI, AT&T Laboratories
Eli NOAM, Columbia Business School, New York
Dirk PILAT, Chiara CRISCUOLO & Dan ANDREWS, OECD
Bart VAN ARK, The Conference Board, Inc., New York
Leonard WAVERMAN, DeGroote School of Busines, McMaster University, ON, Canada

Register to the DigiWorld Summit 2015 and get a

50% discount on your 2016 subscription to
COMMUNICATIONS & STRATEGIES
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TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

THURSDAY 19 NOVEMBER – AFTERNOON

Future Digital Economy Forum
Digital innovation vs secular stagnation?

Celebrating the 100th issue of COMMUNICATIONS & STRATEGIES a TransAtlantic
Digital Dialogue IDATE – CITI (Columbia University)
To celebrate its 100th issue, the economic journal Communications & Strategies have asked to top
level academic authors their thinking about the very often debated paradox: the digital innovation and
dissemination momentum from one side, and the slowdown of the productivity gains on the other side…
This Forum will benefit from the participation of several authors of our special issue and from the
support of CITI to provide a transatlantic vision and propose to address 4 main questions:
• What are the mechanisms which link ICT production or usages and the productivity growth?
• What explains the paradox: The failures in ICT regulation? The decreased returns from R&D investments? Excessive
rigidities of labour regulations? Failures in the educational/training system? Inadequate statistical measurements?
• How and why have the relationships between ICT-productivity gains/growth/employments changed overtime and
regions? What about the relative evolutions and last trends in US vs. Europe?
• Finally, is the ICT innovations, as the earlier revolutions (steam, etc. and later electricity, etc.) the main driver for
the productivity and growth during the next decades? What factors argue in its favour and what against? What are
the lessons for digital and public policies?
2:00pm

Introduction by IDATE

ICT as an engine for productivity, employment and growth?
What are the mechanisms to explain the contributions of ICT to labour productivity growth?

What are the main differences (data and trends) in the comparisons US/Europe?
How and why the relations ICT-productivity gains/growth/employments have changed depending
the periods and depending the regions (Europe-US)?

Latest news from the Moore Law
Which assumptions do we have to explain the paradox: a shortcoming of the statistical apparatus?
The training system failures? Excessive rigidities of the labour regulations? The failures in some
sectorial regulation (telecoms)?... The decreased returns from R&D investments?
Conclusive remarks
In fine, is ICT revolution as the electricity revolution which has generated a new sustainable growth
period (based on productivity gains and employments)? What are the arguments pro and against?
Which lessons for the digital and public policies?
4:00pm

Closing Cocktail

WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF...
Georg GRAETZ, Associate-Labour Markets, LSE / Eric LALARDIE, Director EMEAI Regional Sales & Business
Development, ARM / Jean-Hervé LORENZI, President, Cercle des Economistes / Dirk PILAT, Deputy Director,
Directorate for Science, Technology and Industry, OECD / Bart VAN ARK, Executive Vice President, Chief Economist
& Chief Strategy Officer, The Conference board / …
PARTNER
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Game Summit
IDATE insight
Laurent MICHAUD, l.michaud@idate.org

The global video game software market rose in value from 35.3 billion EUR in 2008 to 47.7 billion EUR in 2014, driven
by dematerialisation, the emergence of new segments and the continued success of relatively new segments.
In 2014, 69% of video game software revenues were
generated by digital sales and distribution, compared
with 22% in 2008. Revenues from dematerialisation have
experienced an average annual growth of 26.8% over the
period, compared with 9.7% for revenues from physical
sales.
The video games sector has a long history of dematerialising
distribution and in-game content. The success of browser
games, massively multiplayer games, online gaming on
consoles and personal computers, and smartphone gaming
(since the end of the 2000s), has meant that 2012 was a
defining year when the majority of revenues were generated
from the digital side of this economy.

Dematerialisation affects all segments of the video game
industry. It has led to disintermediation in the value chain
and raises questions over the role of certain stakeholders
downstream. ‘Online’ has ultimately eroded a silo-based
industry structure and allowed practices and cross-platform
services to emerge that both benefit gamers and boost
creativity within the sector.
In this context the sector will continue its dynamic growth
in the coming years. However, not all links in the chain will
fully benefit from this growth, such as distributors, who are
seeing their share captured by others.

Revenues earned by the various links in the video game market value chain
(million EUR)

Source: IDATE, Video Games in the Cloud, June 2015

ASSOCIATE EVENT

Montpellier In Game
The MIG #6 (Montpellier in Game), Montpellier Méditerranée Métropole international
video game conference, will be held on November 16-20, 2015 in Montpellier. For years,
MIG has been a great success. As for the previous editions, MIG will propose high-end
conferences and business meetings for videogame and digital creation industry, and
masterclasses and game contests for students. The top names in the video game world
are expected: Ubisoft, EA, Valve, etc. MIG will also host partners events as: scientific
colloquium, retro game jam, etc.
www.montpellieringame.com

FORUMS - DAY 2

TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

THURSDAY 19 NOVEMBER

Game Summit Video games in the digital age, Act 2
The video game sector is being shaped by the ongoing shift from physical to online distribution and play, which
is being further amplified by the trends that make up the core focus of this 14th edition of our Summit:
9:00am

Key industry issues statement for 2016 by IDATE
As a leading analyst of the business environment, technological step-changes and industrial strategies
within the video game industry, IDATE will set out key industry trends and introduce the speakers and
themes for the day.
Behind the door of creation: a glance into prestigious American media companies
The economy of cinematics by a prestigious worldwide leader
Few words from the SNJV
Coffee break
A game to map the brain
Smart Toys, the vision of one of the most significant toy manufacturers
The mixed reality market prospects
Get involved in the virtual, augmented and mixed reality
How storytelling remains a key issue in game design?
Lunch
How storytelling remains a key issue in game design?
Game design & monetization, the right balance
Consumer spending on apps continues to grow thanks to lucrative monetization strategies. So,
monetization must be related to game design. One should no longer be thought of without the other.
The speakers will answer the question “How game design and monetization issues are related?”.
Indie phenomenon from the beginning to the maturity
Prerogatives and qualifications of game developers in the mobile gaming segment
Cocktail
Video game industry: age of reason or age of credibility?
The issue of music rights management in video game

5:30pm

From Triple A to Triple I

WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF...
Franck BALSON, Director / Layout and editorial supervisor, Blur Studio / Nicolas GAUME, Developer eXperience
Director, Microsoft France / Oskar GUILBERT, CEO, Dontnod Entertainment / Dan JUDKINS, Head of Global
Design and Development, Hasbro Inc. / Amy ROBINSON, Executive Director, EyeWire / …
SPONSOR

PARTNERS
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IDATE
The European digital
economy think tank

Institute
YEARLY
PROGRAMME
• DigiWorld Clubs:
Brussels, London, Paris
• DigiWorld Summit
• DigiWorld Yearbook
• DigiWorld economic
journal
• Collaborative Research

IDATE
Consulting

Research
REPORTS
& DATABASES
•
•
•
•

Future Networks
Telecom Strategies
Media Strategies
Internet Economics

www.idate.org

CONSULTING
SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•

Market & Usage analysis
Feasibility studies
Strategy
Public policies
Training
& Communication

#Telecom #Media #Innovation #DigitalTerritories

PARTNERS

MEDIA PARTNERS
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HERE IS THE

DIGITAL

GATE

AOÛT 2015 - CRÉDIT PHOTO : FOTOLIA

4 500 companies 12 000 employees 1 digital cluster

Direction de la communication de la Région Languedoc-Roussillon

Find the innovative applications of the regional firms
in the digital village (level 0) of DigiWorld Summit
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WITH THE SUPPORT OF

SPONSOR DIAMOND

SPONSORS GOLD

SPONSORS SILVER

DIGIWORLD INSTITUTE MEMBERS
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1 400 REGISTRATIONS
140 SPEAKERS
25 NATIONALITIES
75 PARTNERS
& EXHIBITORS
96% GLOBAL
SATISFACTION

THE PLACE TO BE IN EUROPE:
GETTING THE JUMP ON MARKET INNOVATION

• Understand upcoming disruptions and their impact on
telecom, IT, Internet and media markets
• Access international benchmarks and wide-reaching viewpoints
• Take stock of game-changing innovations: future networks,
the Internet of Things, TV and video distribution, video
game, smart cities…

		 DISCUSS WHAT IS TRULY AT STAKE

• Background and analyses from IDATE experts
• Incisive commentary from top flight executives
• Invaluable insights from public decision-makers
• Original contributions from high level academics and
economists

		 A UNIQUE NETWORKING EXPERIENCE

• Over two days of discussions between DigiWorld

Institute members, the 140 speakers, over 1,200 participants
and the 75 exhibitors and partners from more than 25 countries.
Stimulating debate and networking opportunities in both
formal and informal settings: in-session, during breaks, at
lunch, the gala dinner, over nightcaps, social media…

•

ABOUT IDATE
Since 1977, IDATE’s teams of specialists have earned a global
reputation for independent, high quality analysis of digital industry markets, through three closely linked areas of activity:

• Digiworld Institute: a European think-tank for members,
policy-makers and players of the digital transformation

• DigiWorld Research: a global observatory of digital markets
and innovation

• IDATE Consulting: bespoke market research and consulting
solutions

www.idate.org

REGISTER BEFORE OCTOBER 12
AND SAVE UP TO €200 AT
www.digiworldsummit.com
Contact us:
DigiWorld Summit
Christine Barre
c.barre@idate.org
+33(0)467 144 447
32

Maxime Bascop
m.bascop@idate.org
+33(0)467 144 471

